In this paper, we present a complete digital signature message stream, just the way the RSA digital signature scheme does it. We will focus on the operations with large numbers due to the fact that operating with large numbers is the essence of RSA that cannot be understood by the usual illustrative examples with small numbers [1] .
INTRODUCTION
The idea of RSA is based on the belief that it is difficult to factor the number that is the product of two large prime numbers. Because of that it is necessary to develop the arithmetic of large numbers operations, as well as to encode the algorithm for number primality test, a hash function and many more auxiliary functions that are necessary for developing of the own digital signature software [4] .
Many people have heard about a digital signature and read a notice saying that a document is digitally signed, but few of them have a real idea of what a digital signature is and how it looks like.
Below, we will present in detail how to generate a digital signature. We are sure that this will be an inspiring step for many people to try to develop their own tools for the protection of their data integrity.
THE RSA SIGNATURE SCHEME
In this paragraph, we will recall the steps that are necessary for the RSA scheme [2] [3] .
Algorithm Key generation for the RSA signature scheme SUMMARY: each entity creates an RSA public key and a corresponding private key. Each entity A should do the following: 1. Generate two large distinct random primes p and q, each roughly the same size (see x11.3.2). 2. Compute n = pq and = (p − 1)(q − 1). 3. Select a random integer e, 1 < e <  such that gcd(e, ) = 1. 4. Use the extended Euclidean algorithm ( [2] ) to compute the unique integer d, 1 < d < , such that ed 1 (mod ) 5. A's public key is (n; e); A's private key is d 
PREPARATORY STEP
In order to sign a message, we need to prepare many functions. Since Hash value of the message is central in the digital signature, we consider it is very important that we have a software for finding hash value.
In this paragraph, we will show the algotithm and code for SHA-1.
SECURE HASH ALGORITHM (SHA-1)
In this paragraph we specify SHA-1 [2] , for several reasons: Because of the digital signature, to see how seem complicated and daunting and in the end because we can see how it can be solved by simply tools such as Delphi 7 console application. 
CODE FOR SHA-1
In this paragraph, we will encode upper algorithm. We will use console application Delphi 7. ('1') ;if s=2 then write('2'); if s=3 then write('3');if s=4 then write('4');if s=5 then write('5'); if s=6 then write('6');if s=7 then write('7');if s=8 then write('8'); if s=9 then write('9');if s=10 then write('a');if s=11 then write('b'); if s=12 then write('c');if s=13 then write('d');if s=14 then write('e'); if s=15 then write ('f') 
